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In this paper we extend the term rewriting approach to first order theorem proving, as described in Hsiang 
gc Dershowitz (1983), to the theory of first order predicate calculus with equality. Consequently~ we have 
showed that the term rewriting method can indeed be made to be as powerful as paramodulatlon and 
resolution combined. 
1. In t roduct ion  
This paper has four section. In Section 1 we briefly introduce the essentials in first 
order refutational theorem proving using the term rewriting method. Some basic 
properties of the first order predicate calculus with equality, and theorem proving 
methods for a more restricted class of theories are given in Section 2. The main result, 
a complete term rewriting strategy for theorem proving for first order theory with 
equality, is given in Section 3. Section 4 contains some simple examples, and Section 5 
contains the proof of the main theorem. Section 6 wraps up the paper with some 
discussions and further results. 
We assume that  the reader is somewhat familiar with the term rewriting method as 
described in Huet & Oppen (1980), and has some knowledge about notions in clausal 
(refutational) theorem proving such as first order unification and resolution (see, e.g. 
Chang & Lee, 1973). In this section we briefly describe the preliminaries in the term 
rewriting approach to first order theorem proving. 
Different from other theorem proving methods, the term rewriting approach 
represents Boolean formulas as terms in  the Boolean ring form using the logical 
operators AND, *, and EXCLUS1VE-0R, +. Such a representation yields a unique 
normal  form for every formula in propositional calculus (Hsiang 2z Dershowitz, 1983). 
The normal form of a (quantifier-free) logical formula can be obtained by applying the 
following rewrite rules in arbitrary order until no rule is applicable: 
x+0 -+x  
x+x -+ 0 
x~l  -+z  
x~x --+ z 
x*O --+0 
z* (y +z ) ~ x~y +x*z 
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Note that  we assume both + and * to be commutative and associative. Intuitively, the 
normal form of a logical formula is a polynomial with +-nilpotence and 
• - idempotence assumed (i.e. z +x -----0 and z*x ~-~z ). For example, the normal form of 
P(x)*P(x )+P(x)+Q(y)*R(x ,y )* l+P(x)*O+l  is Q (y )R (x ,y )+l,  with the 
connective * ignored to improve readability. Other Boolean connectives can be 
converted into the Boolean ring form using the rules: 
x ~ y --+zy +x +i  
x Vy-+xY +z +y 
z~ y --+z +y +1 
-~z --+x +1 
where 1 stands for true and 0 for false. Ill general these rewrite rules are not very 
efficient to use since they may expand terms considerably before simplifying them. 
treat them as inference rules by introducing the following However we can 
transformation: 
T(~) =~ 
T (¢)+T (~b)+l if ~ /s ¢ ~ ¢ 
r (¢ )*T  (¢) , /  ~ ;8 ¢A¢ 
T (¢)+1 if ~ is -~¢ 
T (~¢1)*  " " " * r  (~¢. )+1 ,~ ~ ;8 ¢1V • • ' V~.  
T(¢)*T(~¢)+I  if c~ is ¢D¢ 
A if cz is ana~omA 
1 if c~ i81  
0 i /a l sO 
We call the normal form corresponding to a (skolemized) first order formula a 
Boolean term. Note that under this convention, all Boolean terms are irreducible with 
respect o the above canonical system of Boolean algebra (in the form of Boolean ring). 
The T- t ranformat ion is an extension of the r - t ranformation given in Hsiang & 
Josephson (1983), in which all formulas are assumed to be clauses (thus, only the parts 
in T handling V and ~ were needed). These tranformation schemes can convert 
Boolean formulas into Boolean terms considerably faster than direct rewritings. For 
instance, formula ~P (a)V-~Q (~) can be tranformed ~nto P (a)Q (x)%1 almost 
directly. 
i.i. Unification of Boolean terms 
The unification problem with Boolean terms is more complicated than first order 
unification, since Boolean terms involve the operators * and +, which are AC. In 
Hsiang gc Dershowitz (1983) we showed that for our theorem provlng purposes, the only 
unifications which we need to deal with are those between terms which are conjunctions 
of atomic formulas. As a convention, we call such a Boolean term (a conjunction of 
atomic formulas) an N- term.  Even though * is AC, unification between N-terms is 
considerably simpler than AC unification. This is so because in Boolean terms, (1) the 
only variables involved in the unification are the variables in the predicates and these 
variables are not operands of the AC-operator *, and (2) there is no repetition of 
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identical formulas (by the idempotence of *). Therefore the unification problem 
becomes merely finding out different ways of unifying atomic formulas in two sets of 
atomic formulas. A specialized unification algorithm (called BN-unification) which 
utilizes these facts is given in Hsiang & Dershowitz (1983). A similar algorithm which 
provides a more intuitive interpretation of this unification process is given in Kapur 2z 
Narendran (1985). We now briefly describe the unification process of N-terms. 
Def init ion Two N-terms s and t are P-unl f iab le  under  a if a is a most gen- 
eral unifier such that s ~----t a upon permutation. 
For example, P (]x)P (y) and P (z)P (]w) are P-unifiable, under two independent most 
general unifiers {z +-w ,y +-z ) and {y +--fw, z +--fx). 
In theorem proving applications, we usually only require parts of two N-terms be 
unified with each other. This notion is captured in Kapur & Narendran (1985) as 
follows: 
Def init ion Given two N-terms s and t,  if there exist (nontrlvial) subterms u 1 
and u s of s and t such that s ~u ls l ,  t~u2t l ,  and u 1 and u~ are P-unifiable 
under a, then (s it )a is an over lap  of s and t .2 
The above overlap can also be written as (slultl)a , or (stl)a, or simply (st)a, since 
their normal forms are all identical. For simplicity of notation, u 1 stands for any 
combination of any part of subterms of s (as long as it is not empty), it does not have 
to be an initial segment of s .  As an example, P (a )P (x )Q (x ) and P (b)P (y )  have 
the following overlaps: 
First term Second term unifier 
~ Q  (x ) P (b )P (y ) {z e-b , y +-a ) 
P (a)P(x)Q(x)  P(b)P(y)  {z+-b } 
P (a )P (z )Q (x ) P(b)P(~) (y +-z ) 
P P (b)P } 
overlap 
P (a)P(b)Q (b) 
P (a)P (b)P (y)Q (b) 
P (a)P (b)P (x)Q (x) 
p (a)p (b)p 
The underlined parts in the above table are the subterms which are unified against each 
other. 
1.2.  N-St ra tegy  -- An Overv iew 
A refutational strategy, called the N-strategy, for first order theorem proving 
which utilizes the aformentioned term rewriting ideas was given in Hsiang g~ 
Dershowitz (1983). In addition to the N-strategy, the term rewriting approach to first 
order theorem proving was also studied in Dershowitz (1983), Pages (1983), Durand 
(1984), Kapur g~ Narendran (1985), and Paul (1985). The fundamental idea behind 
these methods is to treat Boolean formulas as Boolean rules, apply certain 8uperposition 
inferences to produce new rules from them and certain reduction inferences to simplify 
the Boolean terms using these Boolean rules, and continue this process until the 
contradictory rule 1--~0 is generated. 
2In Kapur & Narendran (1985), fl~e overlapping subterlna can be ~rivial (i.e., ~hey could be 1). 
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In the N-strategy, which is clausal, Boolean rules are represented as c~-+5 where o 
is a Boolean term and ~ is either 0 or I. As  a convention, f rom now on we reserve the 
Greek letter 5 to represent either 0 or I. The basic superposition inference of the N- 
strategy is the following: 
Def in i t ion A Boolean rule l -+0 is an N- ru le  if l is an N-term. 
Def in i t ion Given two Boolean rules 
(1) l--+0, which is an N-rule, and 
(2) t l+t2+ . . .  +t.--*a, 
if l~ - l l l  2 and l has an overlap (/2tl)cr with t l ,  then 
<( /2 t2+ • . . +12t n +12a)a,0: > 
is an N-c r l t l ca l  pa i r  of the two rules. An N-critical pair is d ivergent  if the ir- 
reducible form of ( /2t2÷ " • • +12t . +12~)a is not 0. 
From the above definition, the N-strategy does not find critical pairs among arbitrary 
rules~ but only between an N-rule and another rule. This eliminates a majority of 
superpositions which would appear if no restriction is imposed. The reduction inference 
in the N-strategy is also simple: we allow a rule to be used for reduction only when it is 
of the form l --+$ where l is an N-term. Thus the operator + needs not be considered 
during simplification, neither is the distributivity axiom used. A~ complete treatment of 
the N-strategy can be found in Hsiang (1985a). 
2. F i r s t  Order  P red icate  Ca lcu lus  w i th  Equa l i ty  
The equality predicate cannot be treated as any other predicate because the 
following axioms about it are always assumed: 
) 
,v (= ) 
=y  =z  ) 
Given any P ,  (x - -~y)Ae (" " " ,z ,  ' '  • )DP  ("  "" ,y ,  ' • • ) 
Given any f , (x=y)Df  ( '  " ' , z , "  ' ' )~- - - f  ( ' '  " ,y ,  • ' ' ) ,  
where all free variables are universally quantified. These axioms can be satisfied in a 
special class of interpretations called the E- in terpretat lons ,  which satisfies two 
additional properties: 
(i) I (t ------t )=t rue  for all t in the Herbrand universe, 
(it) Let s--~-t, B [s ] ,  B [ t ]  be three atomic formulas and 
I (s  -.~.t )=true, then I(B Is ] )=I  (B [t ]). 
Note that we consider s =t  and t =s  as the same atom. 
The following result is well-known (see, e.g., Chang ~ Lee, 1973): 
Theorem-" Call the set of equational axioms K~ and let S be a set of clauses. 
Then S UK is unsatisfiable (we say that S is E-unsatisfiable) iff $ is not valid in 
any E-interpretation. 
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There has been considerable ffort in studying inference rules which are complete for 
equality without expliciting using these additional axioms. The most well-known 
method is paramodulat ion (Wos g~ Robinson, 1970). The completeness of 
paramodulation was known with the ]unctionally reflexive axioms (axioms of the form 
~x I, " " " ,xn )=] ix  1, " " " ,xn ) for every J ) included. The completeness without these 
axioms had been a long standing problem in theorem proving. In Brand (1975) an 
indirect proof (as a corollary of the completeness of the modification method) of the 
completeness of paramodulation without the functionally reflexive axiom was given. A 
direct proof was given almost ten years later by Peterson (Peterson, 1983). The 
(serious) restriction imposed by Peterson, that the terms are ordered by a simplification 
ordering which is order isomorphic to w on ground terms, was relaxed in Hsiang & 
Rusinowitch (1986). 
2.1.  A. Subease  - F i rs t  Order  Calculus w i th  Domain  Theory  
First we consider a simple subcase of first order logic with equality, namely, we 
assume that there is an equational domain theory for the arguments of the first order 
predicates, and that the only equations which are allowed in the language are those 
involving the domain theory. For example, we may have a theory whose predicates 
have group theory as the domain. As another example, some of the recently proposed 
enrichments of logic programming (e.g. FUN'LOG Subrahmanian 2z You, I984) can also 
be represented in such a way. The following is a more concrete xample: 
s ={P (.,0-1), .p  (,), ) 
where the domain theory has only one equation, z*x - l~-e .  Assuming that  these 
equalities can always be ordered into rules with the noetherian property (in this 
example, x*x-l~--e can be oriented into z*x- l -+e ), it has been shown that a notion 
called narrowing can be combined with resolution and yields a complete strategy 
(Slagle, 1974; Lankford, 1975). The rules for the domain theory are called domain  rules. 
It was also shown in Hsiang (1985a) that narrowing can be naturally incorporated into 
the superposition process of the iN-strategy and yields a complete strategy, provided 
that every critical pair obtained can be oriented. This method is called the 
RN-s t ra tegy  and the core of its superposition process is the following: 




both are Boolean rules with an N-critlcal pair < s ,t >,  or 
both are domain rules with a (Knuth-Bendix) critical pair < s ,t > ,  
or  
one is a Boolean rule ~[u]-+E, one a domain rule l -+r ,  there is a 
most general unifier a such that u ~r--~l a, and (thus) there is a criti- 
cal pair Let us also call this pair ,t >, 
then <s ,t > is an l~N-er l t lea l  pair .  
The above example can be done using the RN-strategy as follows: First the three clauses 
are converted into rules 
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P (u*v-1)-+1 rl  
P (e)-+0 r2 
x *x -k._, e r3 
Rules rl and r3 produces an RN-critical pair <:P (e),1> (with superposition P (x'x-l)) 
which, with r2, yiels ~he contradiction 1--0. 
A detailed treatment of this strategy has been given in Hsiang (1985a). A 
somewhat interesting property of the RN-strategy is that it treats two types of 
equalities (Boolean equalities for the Boolean rules and "real" equalities for the domain 
rules) in a uniform way. 
3. h Complete  method for F irst  Order Pred icate  Calculus with Equal i ty  
Although the RN-strategy can be extended to include larger theories (such as 
limited inequality and Horn clauses with restricted form, along the line suggested in 
Lankford, 1975), it still cannot completely solve the problem when equality appears 
unrestricted. In this section we introduce a method which is complete for first order 
predicate calculus with equality. The method is based on the N-strategy and is also 
clausal. In order to separate the ~ of the first order theory from the = of Boolean 
equations, we represent the former as the boldface -----. For example, 
J~x ,y )= if (x ----y ) then g (x ,y ) 
is represented ast~vo rules: 
(x =y  )(/(x ,y )=g (~ ,y ))+(x =y  )-~0 
(~ =U )(/(~ ,~ )=g (~ ,~ ))+(/(~ ,~ )=g (~ ,~ ))+(~ =U )~1 
where the Jlrst rule is from the clause (z =y  )O](z ,y)----g (z ,y) and the second rule 
from ,y )=g ). 
We also emphasize that the predicate ~-- is assumed to be commutative. In other 
words, s ~--t and t ----s are considered the same literal. 
There are four deduction inferences (as superposltion processes) in our strategy. 
We introduce them in the following subsections. 
S.l .  EN-  Superposlt lon 
The ~rst superposition process erves similar purpose as the resolution inference in 
resolution type methods. Similar to the superposition process used in the N-strategy, we 
restrict the form of superposition so that the number of superpositions needed is as 
small as possible. 
It is easy to see that when a clause C is transformed into a Boolean rule, every 
.negative literal in C appears in every maximal N-term of the corresponding Boolean 
rule. For example, ~P (x )W Q (x)VR (y)V(s =t  ) becomes the rule 
P (x )Q (x )R (y )(s =t )+P (x )Q (x )R (y )+P (x )Q (x )(s --t )+P (~ )Q (x )-+O; and 
-~P (x)V-~Q (z) becomes P (x)@ (x)-+0. The second example also shows that if all 
literals in C are ~egative, then the corresponding rule of C is an N-rule. We call an 
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N-subterm a factor  of a Boolean rule if it appears in every maximal N-term of the rule. 
For instance, the largest factor of the first example is P (x )Q (x), which is also the 
largest factor of the second example. In general, if a Boolean rule is transformed 
directly from a clause, then the conjunction of its negative literals will be its largest 
factor. In the following discussion we sometimes need to emphasize a factor in a 
Boolean term. For convenience, we do so by presenting a rule as 
t a+/~--+O, 
where t is an N-term, fl is the part of the Boolean term which does not contain t as a 
factor, and a is the rest of the Boolean term with t factored out. The 5, which is the 
right hand side of the rule, is also included in fl for simplicity. Before introducing the 
EN-superposition process, we need a few more definitions. 
Def init ion A clause C is an :EN-clause if the only positive literals (if any) in 
C are equalities. 
For instance, ~P (z)V-~Q (x)V(s ~--t) is an EN-clause, as is -~P (x)V(u ~dv )V(s ----~ ). 
Note that (u ~v  ) is considered as -~(u ----v ), a negative literal. P (z)V(s --~t ), on the 
other hand, is not an EN-clause. 
Def init ion A Boolean rule a-+0 is an EN- ru le  if a has a factor I such that 
a----l fl, and fl is a Boolean term with only the ---- predicate symbol. 
For example, the first two clauses given above are converted into EN-rules 
P (x)Q (~)(s =t  )+P (x)Q (~)~0 and e (x)(u =v  )(s =~ )+P (~)(,~ =v )-~0, or 
equivalently, P (x)Q (x)((s =t )+ l ) -+0 and P (x)(u ~-v)((s - - t )+l ) -+0.  It is easy to 
see that an EN-clause will be transformed into an EN-rule. 
The first superposition process which we introduce is restricted to be between an 
EN-rule and another ule. 
Def init ion Given an EN-rule 1 a--~0 where l is a factor, and another rule 
t fl+q--+O. If l= l l l  2 has an overlap (12t)or with t ,  then 
12aq,0 > 
is an EN-er i t iea l  pair .  
An EN-critical pair is d ivergent  if the irreducible form of 12c~/is not 0. • divergent 
critical pair is converted into a Boolean rule the way an N-critical pair is, by putting 1 
to the right hand side if it is a subterm. This process of finding EN-crltical pairs is 
called the EN-superpos i t ion  process. 
Note that N-rules are also EN-rules (where the maximal factor is the entire term). 
And EN-superposition is the same as N-superposition if an N-rule, instead of an EN- 
rule, is used in the EN-superposition process. 
We call a resolution an EN- reso lu t lon  if one of the parent clauses is an :EN- 
clause. Similar to N-superposition which is similar to the all-negative resolution~ EN- 
superposition is similar to EN-resolution. It is straightforward to see the analogy, and 
we will not show the details here. 
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a.2.  P -  Superpos l t lon  
I t  is easy to see that  every Boolean rule of the form P z " " " Pn-+1 is logically 
equivalent o the rules P 1-+1, P2-+1, • • • and Pn-+1.  Therefore whenever a critical 
pair ~P1 " " " Pn ,1~ is generated, it is always converted into the rules P I -+I~ • • • , 
P~ -+1. We call rules of the form P -+1 P - ru les ,  where P is an atomic formula. P- 
rules are also used in a superposition process, which we call P -superpos l t ion .  
Def in i t ion :  Given a P-rule P -+1, and a rule ~[L ]-+~, where L is an atom in 
the Boolean te rm a, if there is an mgu ~ such that  P a -~L  or, then 
<~ (~[1])CT, 6:> 
iS a P -c r i t i ca l  pa i r  of the two rules, where a[1] is ~ with all occurrences of L 
replaced by 1. 
A P-critical pair  <:~[1],g> is d ivergent  if the irreducible form of ~[1]+~ is not 0. 
Although the P-superposit ion process is not needed for the completeness of the N- 
strategy~ it is crucial when equality exists in the language. This is because equality 
assumes the ref lexive axiom: 
(:~ =x )-+1, 
which is a P-rule. As a special case of P-superposition with the reflexive axiom, we 
have: 
Given a Boolean rule ~[(t ~s  )]-+6 where (t --~s ) is a subterm of ~, if 8 a- -~ cr 
for some mgu or, then < (a[1])a, 6> is a P-critical pair. 
In  other words, if the two sides of an equality in a rule unify with each other, then 
a new rule will be generated with the proper instantiation of variables and with that  
equality replaced by 1. 
_As we shall see later in the proof, the P-superpositions that  involve (x --~x )-+1 are 
the only ones needed for the completeness of our theorem proving strategy. However, 
P-superposit ion simulates forward chaining which helps in improving the efficiency in 
general. 
3.3. Merge Superposlt lon 
The next  superposition process simulates factoring in resolution. Its necessity was 
first pointed out in Paul  (1985), then in Kapur 2z Narendran (1985). 
Def in i t ion  Given a Boolean rule t l+  • • • +t  n -+6, where n ~>1. If  there are 
atomic formulas L 1 and L2, and an mgu a such that  t l~-L  1L28 and 
L la~---L 2a, then <( t l+  • • " -{-t, )a, 5> is an M-cr i t l ca l  pa i r .  
It  is not hard to see how factoring can be simulated using the merge superposition. This 
superposit ion process is also needed in the N-strategy. 
3.4. Para-superpositlon 
None of the superpositions given above gives any speclal treatment to the equality 
predicate other than assuming that --~ is commutative. Therefore even combined, they 
still cannot deal with the axioms which come implicitly with the equality predicate. 
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Attempts to incorporate non-unit equalities into the term rewriting framework have 
been done mainly in the form of conditional term rewriting (e.g., Brand et aI., 1979; 
Lankford, 1979; Bergstra & Klop, 1982; Kaplan, 1983; Remy, 1983), however none of the 
approaches is complete for the full first order theory with equality. For instance, the 
example given in the previous section will usually be presented in these methods as 
conditional rules: 
=y) / sl 
with the parts before D as the conditions for the rewrites to apply. The problem with 
such approaches is that they cannot perform substitution within the equalities in the 
conditions and, consequently, cannot prove properties which require such substitutions. 
As an example, none of the aforementioned methods can prove f (a ,b )=g (a ,a ), where 
a and b are two uninterpreted constants. It is because in the case where a-~b and sl 
applies, f (a,b) can only be rewritten to g (a,b) but not to g (a ,a )  unless the 
substitution of b --+a is somehow done. 
In order to perform substitution within the equalities themselves, we introduce 
another superposition called para-superposition. Before introducing this inference rule, 
we need to describe an ordering which we use on the set of atomic formulas. 
3.,t .1.  Str ict  Simpl i f icat ion Order ing  
There are two reasons for imposing an ordering on terms; to make a better 
utilization of rewriting, and to obtain a proof of completeness. 
Let T be the set of terms formed inductively from functions, constants, and 
variables in the usual way~ and let A be the set of atomic formulas. A st r ic t  
s impl i f icat ion order ing  is a partial ordering > on T UA which satisfies the following 
properties: 
(i) ~[ t J>t ,  where aeTUA and t eT. (subterm property) 
(ii) s :>t implies ~[s ]:>a[t ], where s ,t eT and set  tJA. (monotonlcity property) 
(iii) s >t  implies s a>ta ,  where s ,t e T UA and a is a substitution. (substitution 
property) 
(iv) :> on the set of ground terms (the Herbrand universe) is order isomorphic to w. 
(v) For every s , t ,u ,v  eT,  where t ~s ,  and a[s leA, 
(1) if a is not an equality atom, then (s = t )< a, otherwise, 
(2) i f s<u or s <v , then (s=t  )<(u=v ). 
Theorem (Dershowitz)  A strict simplification ordering is well-founded on 
AUT.  
The condltons given above are basically the same as in Peterson (1983), Conditions (i) 
through (iii) form what is usually called simplification orderings (Plaisted, 1978; 
Dershowltz 1982), and (iv) and (v) are technical conditions needed to deal effectively 
with (finitely) closed E-semantic trees. 
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For  an example of a strict simplification ordering, see Paterson (1983), We would 
like to remark, however, that very few orderings atisfy all of the properties, since the 
requirement of being order isomorphic to w on ground terms is very strong. 
Consequently, many equations which can be orientable by better orderings are no longer 
orlentable. This condition can be relaxed to be only total on ground terms, which is 
more reasonable because most of the commonly used orderings (such as the reeursive 
path ordering in Dershowltz 1982, recursive decomposition ordering in Jouannaud et al. 
1982, path of subterm ordering in Plaisted 1078) can be modified to satisfy this 
property. However, such orderings yield transfinite E-semantic trees, and a new proof 
technique is needed to work on them effectively. This new technique is a subject by 
itself and is discussed in Hsiang 2z Rusinowitch (1986). 
8.4.2. The  Para-Superpos l t ion  Inference Rule  
In the following discussion we sometimes factor out an atomic formula in (part of) 
a Boolean rule. As before, we present such a Boolean rule as L a+fl--+0. We also use 
air  ] to indicate that  r is a nonvariable subterm of a. 
Def in i t ion :  Given two rules 
(1) al[r ]-+6 
(n) (s =t  
if there is an mgu a such that 
(i) s a-=r or, and 
(il)  2:s 
then 
<((sl it  0> 
is a para -c r i t l ca l  pa i r  between the two rules. We also say that it is a pars- 
critical pair f rom para -superpos ing  ru le  (II) into ru le  (I). 
Note that  (ii) above puts a restriction on what "paramodulations" need be 
performed. That  is, in an equation s ---~t and a substitution g, the term t g can be used 
to substitute term s a only when t u is not bigger than s ~. In other words, equalities 
(be it within a clause or by itself) are used for uni-directional rewriting as much as 
possible. Also note that since we restrict the subterm r in air ]  to be a nonvariable 
subterm, the usual no paramodulat ion into a variable restriction in some paramodulation 
strategies is natural ly imposed. Another important feature of the above definition is 
that  none of the N-terms in rule (1-[) which contains the subterm (s ~-t ) need to be kept 
in the pars-critical pair. Also, if f12 of the second rule in the definition is 0, then there is 
no divergent pars-critical pair. 
A special type of rule which can be used for para~superposition s the unit equation 
rule 
(s =t  )--+1, 
which is f rom rule (II) with a2----#2-----1. If s >t  in the (strict simplifcation) ordering, 
then the (Boolean) rule can be treated as 
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s -+ t 
and only s needs be used for para-superposition. Such rules are regular rewrite rules 
and can be used for rewriting instances of s to t accordingly but not the other way 
around. We call these rules obtained from orienting unit equalities the domain  rules. 
The Knuth-Bendix completion procedure is an example of an effective strategy when all 
domain equations can be converted into domain rules (Knuth & Bendix, 1970; ttuet, 
1981). The RN-strategy described previously is another example. Both of these 
strategies allow for more powerful orderings on terms; however, they do not work when 
domain equations are not orientable. 
If 8 >t  in a non-unlt equational rule (s----t )a2+f12--+O, then we can (implicitly) 
treat the rule as (8-+t )0~2-+-fl2--+0, although the subterm s---rt cannot be used as a 
domain rule for simplification purposes. 
As another emark, note that the notation -+ is used for both Boolean rules and 
domain rules, yet its meaning in the two cases is not the same. The rewriting relation 
obtained from a domain rule s -*t is not the same as the rewriting relation of a Boolean 
rule a-+6. While the Boolean rule denotes the logical equivalence of a and ~, the logical 
equivalence of a domain rule s -+t  is really (s ----t )~-~1, not t ~--~s. The significance of 
this is that a domain rule s --+t can still be para-superposed into by another Boolean 
rule. For example, given a domain rule s [u ]--+t and a Boolean rule (u----r )a+fl-+0 
where u >r ,  <((s fr ]=t )+ l ) f l ,  O> is a legitimate para-critical pair from the Boolean 
rule into the domain rule. 
3.4.3. Soundness of Para-Superposit lon 
The soundness of para-superposition can be seen from the following derivation of 
logical equivalences. The soundness of EN-superposition can be done in a similar way. 
Since substitutions are sound, without loss of generality, we shall assume that the two 
rules are 
(8 =t  )a2+Z2 o 
to eliminate the unifier a. The two rules mean the logical equivalences: 
(1) ai[s ] --'~ ~, and 
(2) (8 =t) 2 = 
Consequently we have: 
(3)  1181(8 =  l[t 
This is true since the implicit multiplication means logical conjunction and the equality 
between Boolean terms means logical equivalence. By applying (1) and (2) on the left 
hand side of (3), we have 
(4)  118 ](s = 
The right hand side of (3), after applying (2), yields 
Equations (3), (4) and (5) establish ai[t ]f12 = ~f12, or, equivalently, (al[t ]+6)fl 2 = 0. 
A remark about inequality should be made here. In the Boolean ring form, an 
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inequality s ~t  is treated as (s =t )+ l ,  whose first subterm is regarded just as an 
equality in the corresponding Boolean rule. Therefore it is possible to para-superpose an 
equality in a rule which is actually an inequality in the original context. Firstly, the 
above soundness proof still applies in this case, since no assumption of the original 
context of the equality used in para-superposition was necessary. Therefore the cost of 
para-superposing an "inequality" is only efficiency, not soundness. Secondly, note that 
when transforming a clause with an inequality s ~t  into a Boolean rule, the 
corresponding equality s ~t  must appear in every N-subterm of the transformed 
Boolean term. In other words, the atom (s =t  ) will be a factor for the entire Boolean 
rule, therefore by definition no divergent para-critical pair will be generated. 
3.5. Simplification 
Given a rule ~-+~ and a term ~[s ], if there is a substitution ~ such that s ~-~aa, 
then ~/[s ] is simplif led (or reduced ) to ~/[~a] by a-+ft. The main difference between a
simplification and a superposition is that the former uses pattern matching and the 
latter uses unification. In principle every rule can be used for simplification. However 
since the usual Boolean rules have left hand sides containing both + and *, which are 
hard to match, we restrict ourselves to use only N-rules, P-rules, and the domain rules 
for simplification. Sometimes we call these rules s impl i f i cat ion rules.  Another 
restriction we impose is that do not use P-rules to simplify an EN-rule into a non-EN- 
rule. Such a restriction makes the proof of completeness easier. 
3.{}. • Complete Strategy 
Our complete strategy for first order predicate calculus with equality is essentially 
the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure which generates EiN, P, Merge, and para- 
superpositions. In the following we give an outline of the strategy. For simplicity, we 
use X-critical pair for any of the EN-, P-, Merge-, or para-critical pairs. 
EN-St ra tegy :  
To prove that a sentence • is valid: 
Convert the (skolemlzed) negation of ~ into a set of clauses S ; 
Transform S U{x :x  } into a set of rewrite rules R as described before: 
Repeat 
Find a divergent X-critical pair <¢, ~b> between rules in R ; 
Convert <¢,  ¢> into a rule (or a set of rules) a-+fl; 
R :~--~R U{a-+fl}; 
If a-+fl is a simplifcation rule, then 
Use ~--*fl to simplify and delete rules in R ; 
Unt i l  (no more X-crit ical pair can be found) or (1-+0 is generated); 
I f  1-+0 is generated then  re turn  "proved" 
else re turn  "consistent". 
Theorem Given a set of first order clauses S,  B is E-unsatisfiable if and only if 
1--+0 can be generated from R U{(x =z)--+l} using the EN-strategy, where R is 
the set of Boolean rules converted from S.  
The  proof is very similar to the one in Peterson (1983), and will be given later. 
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Similar to Peterson (1983), we do not need the functionally reflexive axioms. The major 
difference (improvement) of our proof is the additional restriction of generating only the 
EN-critical pairs as opposed to general resolution. 
4. Some Examples 
An implementation of the strategy is underway. In the follo~ving we give a couple 
of hand-made simple examples. 
Example  1 The first example is taken from Brand et al. (1979), which contains some 
famous "counterexamples" to various appoaches to conditional term rewriting. 
f (x ,y )---- if (x =y  ) then g(z ,y )  
else g (x ,z ) 
Sho,~ t~a~ V~ ,y (/ (z ,y )=g (~ ,~ )). 
The four input rules are 
(z ----x )-+1 r0 
(~ =~, )(/(:~ ,~ )=g (~ ,y ))+(~ =~, )~o rl 
(f (a ,b )=g (a ,a ))-+0 r3 
By the EN-superposition, r2 and r3 produces an EN-critical pair <(a ----b ),1> which 
becomes a domain rule: 
b -+a. r4 
Rule r4 simplifies r3 to 
( f  (a ,a )----g (a ,a ))-+0. r5 
Rules r5 and rl, using EN-superposition again, generates an EN-critical pair 
<(a ----a ),0> which simplifies to <1,0>,  the contradiction. The same effect can be 
obtained by para-superposing rl into rh, which produces the para-critical pair 
<(g (a ,a)=g (a,a))(a =a) ,0>.  Note that all the applications of EN-superposition 
above are actually N-superpositions. 
All the other examples in Brand e~ al. (1979) can be proved in a similar fashion. 
Example  2 This example is from Chang 2z Lee (1973). 
(X ~X )-+1 
Q (~)(~ =~ )+Q (c)~o 
Q (c)(g (~)=g (,~))~o 
Q (e)(a =b )-}-Q (c)-}-C a --~b )-+1 
Q (e)(g (a)---g (b))+(g (a)-----g (b))--+0 
cO 
(-~Q (~)v(~ =~ )) c~ 
(-~Q(c)V(g(c)yAg(d))) c2 
(Q (c)v(a =b )) c3 
(Q (~)V(g (a)#g (b))) c4 
We may assume that in the simplification ordering, d > e > b > a.  Para-superposing cl 
into c2, we get a para-critical pair < Q (c)(g (e )=g (c))Q (c),0>, which becomes a 
rule: 
Q (c)-~0 c5 
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Rule c5 immediately deletes every N-term in the rule base which contains Q (c).  This 
includes el iminating c l  and c2, and replacing c3 and c4 by 
b -+a c6 
(g c7 
Rule c6 reduces c7 to (g (a ) - -g  (a))--*0 which, with cO, gives us the contradiction. 
5. P roo f  o f  Completeness  of  the  E l 'q -s t ra tegy  
We now prove the completeness of the EN-strategy. Due to the similarity between 
this proof  and the one by Peterson, we assume that  the readers are familiar with 
Peterson's proof of completeness of paramodulation and resolution as given in Peterson 
(1983). We only give here the parts which are different from his. 
Peterson's proof is based on a modified notion of semantic tree. He first assumes 
that  there is a simplification ordering on the set of atomic formulas. The ordering is 
also order isomorphic to w on the Herbrand universe. This condition is important for, 
among other things, performing induction on the semantic tree. 
Given a ground atom C and a (partial) interpretation I , we say C is I - reduc lb le  
is there are two terms s and ~ such that C~--C [s i, s >t  in the ordering, and 
I ( s  ~t ) -~- t rue .  Otherwise C is I - i r reduc ib le .  Note that, since the ordering is order 
isomorphic to w on ground terms, the two ground terms s and t can always be 
compared. The semantic tree which Peterson uses is different from the usual semantic 
tree in that  (1) it is a fixed semantic tree with respect to a particular ordering. To be 
more specific, the order in which the ground atomic formulas label the arcs is the same 
as the ordering for the Herbrand universe. (2) Each node N may have one or two 
children according to the following rule: Say the next ground literals for N are B k and 
~B k , first, if B k is an identity s --~s, then N has just one child, labeled s --~s ; if B k is 
//v-irreducible where I N is the partial interpretation from the root to N, then N has 
two children, labeled B k and ~B k ; if B k is indeed IN-reducible and it reduces to some 
literal C using an equality true in Ilv, then N has one child either B k or -~Bk, 
depending on whether C is a positive or negative literal. As a convention, if a node has 
two children, we always label the one on the left positive and the one on the right 
negative. A key lemma here is that if B k can be/ /v - reduced to two different literals C 1 
and C 2, then C 1 and C 2 are either both positive or both negative (Which implies that 
the definition of this type of semantic trees is sound Peterson, 1983). 
Peterson calls an internal node N a reduct ion  node if (1) the arc above it is 
labeled by  an equality s ~t  and (2) N has a sibling node. :Note that  this can happen 
only when s ----'t is I K-irreducible, where K is the parent node of N .  Each failure node 
N is marked  with a minimal (w.r.t. I/v-reducibility and the ordering for the Herbrand 
universe) ground clause C N which falsifies I/v. A failure node N is called an R - fa i lu re  
node if C N is I/v-irreducible. Otherwise it is called a P - fa i lu re  node.  A reso lu t ion  
i n fe rence  node is a node whose children (or child) are all R-failure nodes. A 
paramodu la t lon  in fe rence  node  is a P-failure node N such that the siblings of all its 
reduction ancestor nodes are R-failure nodes. 
Peterson showed, by traversing the tree in a particular way, that in a closed 
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semantic tree there has to be at least one resolution inference node or one 
paramodulation i ference node. And in either case, the semantic tree can be "shrunk" 
by resolution or by paramodulation. 
Most of the lemmas in Peterson's proof, in particular the Lifting Lemmas, still hold 
in our proof. The major difference between our strategy and Peterson's method is that  
Peterson imposes no restriction on the type of resolutions while we allow only EN- 
resolutions (EN-superpositions). In order to deal with this restriction of inference, we 
need to traverse the closed semantic tree in a different way. For simplicity of notation, 
we still present the rest of the proof in terms of clauses and resolutions (instead of 
Boolean rules and superpositions). This will not alter the proof much since there is a 
correspondence (although not equivalence) between factoring and merge superposition, 
and between EN-resolution and EN-superposition. The only tr icky point is that a non- 
N-rule may be simplified by an N-rule into a Boolean rule which does not correspond to 
a clause. This will not cause problems since non-EN-rules are not used for EN- 
superposition with each other. And if an EN-rule r 1 is simplified by an N-rule r 2 into a 
non-EN-rule, then r ~ can be used for EN-superposition whenever  i could. 
We first give some more definitions: An internal node N is an R - reduct ion  node  
( labe led by Ps ) if it has two children Ps and ~Ps, where P is a predicate other than 
-----, and Ps is marked by a failure node. An internal node N is a P - reduct lon  node  
( labe led by s----~) if it has two children s=t  and s~t ,  and s~ is marked by a 
failure node. We traverse the closed semantic tree in the following way: 
1% =P =4;  
Start  from the root, go down the arcs until reaching a failure node: 
If the node N 
J,[~ (I) has one child, go down. 
N (2) is an R-reduction ode labeled by Ps, then choose the right path, 
/~-1~ and R:-----RU{C}, where C marks the failure node of the other 
child (i.e. for the arc Ps ). 
N ?~/ /~?s  (3) is not an R-reduction ode and the right arc is labeled by Ps, then 
choose the left path. 
N (4) is a P-reduction ode labeled by s ----t, then choose the left path, 
~'=Y"~t I~ '^ " and P:--~PU{C}, where C marks the falure node of the other 
child (i.e. for the arc s ~t ). /q 
is anything else, then choose the right path. 
Put  the final failure node in 1%. 
The proof path may end with one of the following: 
(1) A 
(2) A ~ where O N is I N-irreducible 
L,-~] 
(3) A _ J __  where C N is I N-reducible. 
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Case (2) is trivial, and the semantic tree can be shrunk by performing resolution 
between the lifted clause of C'/v and x --x (or, correspondingly, P-superposition on the 
lifted clause of C N and z =x  -+0). 
Lemma 1 If there is a P-failure node in Pt2R, then there is a paramodulation 
inference node in PUR.  
P roo f  We do the following: Go down from the root along the proof path obtained 
from the above algorithm until we meet the f i rst  P-failure node N in PUR (recall that 
a node N is a P-failure node if C N is /N-reducible). Then N is a paramodulation 
inference node since, by the construction of the proof path, the sibling of any reduction 
ancestor node of N has to be a failure node. And since N is the first P-failure node~ 
these previous ones must be R-failure nodes. 
Coro l la ry  1 If the above algorithm ends with Case (3), then there exists a 
paramodulat ion i ference node in PUR.  
The corollary is obviously true since Case (3) implies that the algorithm ends with a P- 
failure node, and therefore has at least one P-failure node. 
If there is a param0dulation i ference node, then Theorem 7 of Peterson's proof can 
be used to shrink the tree. Therefore from now on we may assume that all nodes in 
Pt.JR are R-failure nodes (i.e. they are I n-irreducible with respect o the respective N ), 
and the traversing algorithm ends with a fork (Case 1). 
Let L and -~L be the literals labeling the arcs of the last fork before the algorithm 
stops, and C 1 and C 2 mark their corresponding (failure) nodes. 
Proposition 
(1) ~L eC 1 and L eC 2. 
(2) For  any C eR other than C2, the only positive literals other than 
equalities that can appear in C are those labeling the arcs of the 
R-reduction odes above C.  
The propositions are true by the construction of the proof path. 
Now there are two cases to be considered. 
Case 1: C 1 is an EN-clause. Then ENoresolution can be performed between C~ 
and C 2 on the literal L .  And the closed semantic tree will be shrunk consequently. By 
using the resolution lifting lemma (and factoring), this can be lifted to the non-ground 
case. Note that the resolution lifting lemma can be used here because both C 1 and C 2 
are irreducible (R-failure nodes). 
Case 2: C 1 is not an EN-clause. That is, there may be some non-equality positive 
literal Ps in C 1. In this case, we use the following way to produce an EN-clause C~1 to 
replace C 1. Then we can apply the argument in Case 1 to shrink the tree. 
We first enumerate all the clauses in R by the order of their generation. (Recall 
that all these clauses are R-failure nodes.) Let D be the first R-failure node in the 
enumerat ion that contains a non-equality positive literal, say Ps .  Then any clause in R 
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that appears before D must be an EN-clause. Since Ps eD, by the construction of the 
proof path, there is an R-reduction ode above D labeled by Bs.  Let C be the clause 
which marks the arc Ps, then by definition C oR, -~Ps e C, and C is an EN-clause. By 
performing EN-resolution between C and D on the literal Ps,  a new clause will be 
produced which does not contain Ps.  The same procedure can be repeated until all 
non-equality positive literals in D are eliminated, and an EN-clause D' will be 
produced which can be used to replace D. 
By applying the above procedure to all the non EN-clauses in R (except C2) , 
eventually all of them (including Ci) will be replaced by EN-clauses. Then by Case 1, 
we can successfully shrink the tree. Note that we do not need to worry that  the literal 
~L will disappear from C'i, since L does not appear in any of the previous nodes in R. 
6. Discuss ion  and Fur ther  Resu l ts  
As mentioned before, the EN-strategy can be improved by relaxing the condition of 
the ordering for terms to be simply total on ground terms, not order isomorphic to w. 
However, such a weaker ordering may yield transfinite E-semantic trees, and is out of 
scope for this paper (Hsiang & Rusinowitch, 1986). 
Recently a method for first order refutational theorem proving which is similar to 
the N-strategy was proposed in Kapur & Narendran (1985). This method allows larger 
parts of the Boolean terms be put on the right hand sides of rules and, thus, yields more 
simplifcations. However, it also generates more critical pairs than the N-strategy. A 
method, called splitting, for salvaging some of the problems was suggested in Hsiang 
(1985b). The notion of para-critical pairs can be easily modified and incorporated into 
these methods as follows: 
Given two Boolean rules 
(i) (s =t )ai+fli--*(s =t )'h+61 
(2) ]+62, 
where a i ,  HI, qi ,  and 6~. are Boolean terms, if 
(i) there is an rags a such that s a=r a, and 
(ii) t a~:s 
then 
((C~2[t ]-[-~2-{-q2[~ ]-I-62)~ (/~I+61))G=0 
is a p~.l'a-eI'|tleal equation between (I) and (2). 
A divergent para-criticai equation is converted into a rule according to the particular 
ordering chosen for orienting the Boolean terms. We conjecture that by employing such 
an inference rule, both methods mentioned above can be extended to complete strategies 
for first order theorem proving with equality. However, we do not have a formal proof 
yet. 
We do not intend to claim any signi1~cant gain of efficiency of our method over 
other methods for first order theory with equality (such as demodulation in Vv'os 
Winker, 1982, and the modification method). Perhaps only a good implementation with 
fast results can be the final judgement. For an implementation of a term re~vrlting 
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based  theorem prover  for first order  logic w i th  equal i ty,  we suggest  that  other methods, 
such as the  E -Knuth  Bendix  procedure ( Jouannaud gz K i rchner ,  1984), the condit ional 
methods  (Lankford,  1979; Remy,  1083) be incorporated  for solving special  cases which 
can be eff ic ient ly done using those methods .  
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